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On 2-Transitive Graphs of Girth 5 
A. A. IVANOV 
Graphs with girth 5 and automorphism group acting transitively on the set of paths of length 2 
are investigated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be an undirected, connected, locally finite graph with vertex set V(T), edge 
set E(T) and the automorphism group Aut(T). If U <::; V (T) then < U) denotes the 
subgraph of Tinduced by the subset U. If x, u E V(T) then d(x, u) is the distance between 
x and u in 1. The diameter of T (that is the maximal distance between its vertices) is 
denoted by d. For x E VeT) and 0 ~ i ~ d we set I;(x) = {ulu E VeT), d(x, u) = i}. 
Instead of 1; (x) we shall write T(x). An s-path in T with origin x is an (s + I)-tuple 
W = (x = XO, XI' ... ,xs ) of vertices such that Xi+ 1 E T(x;) for I ~ i ~ s - 1 and 
Xi =I Xi+2 for 0 ~ i ~ s - 2. The s-path W is cycle if Xo = Xs. We say that a cycle is 
undegenerate if the distance between any two of its vertices in the graph T coincides with 
that in the cycle. The girth g of T is the length of its shortest cycle. 
Let'§ be a set of subgraphs in 1. For x E VeT) and A E '§, x E V(A) we define the set 
B(x, A) = {T(x) n V(A)}. By Sex) = sex, '§) we mean the incidence system with the 
point set T(x) and the block set consisting of all blocks B(x, A) for A E '§, x E V(A). 
Let G be a subgroup of Aut(T) and U <::; VeT). Then G(U) denotes the pointwise fixer 
and G {U}-the setwise stabilizer of the subset U in G. If H = H {U} then (H, U) is the 
permutation group induced by the action of H on U. The subgroup G(U:~o 1;(x») is denoted 
by Gs(x), 0 ~ s ~ d. Moreover, instead of Go (x) we shall write G(x). For {x, u} E E(T) 
we set Gs(x, u) = Gs(x) n Gs(u), 0 ~ s ~ d, G(x, u) = Go(x, u). 
A group G is said to act s-distance-transitively on Tifthe permutation groups (G, VeT)~ 
and (G(x), I;(x» are all transitive for 0 ~ i ~ s and x E VeT). A graph admitting 
s-distance-transitive action of some group is called s-distance-trasitive (s-d.t.g.). For s = d 
the prefix s- will be omitted. 
In a s-d.t.g. T for vertices x, u which are at distance i from each other, 0 ~ i ~ s, the 
parameters 
C I IT(x) n I;-I (u)l, 
IT(x) n I;(u)l, 
IT(x) n 1;+1 (u)l, 
I ~ i ~ s, 
o ~ i ~ s, 
do not depend on the particular choice of the vertices x, u. 
In order to write down the parameters of s-d.t.g. we shall use the following mnemonic 
diagram which is called the intersection array. 
al a2 
bo=k CI=IQb l C2Qb2 
0 _____ c_S~~~-%----__ 
ko= I kl =k k2 ks 
Here ki = 1I;(x)1 = bo' bl •..•• bi _ 1 /c i • C2 ' •.•• e" 0 ~ i ~ s. 
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For the parameters of s-d.t.g.'s many relations proved for d.t.g. are valid. In particular 
the following inequalities hold: 
A group G is said to act s-transitively on graph F, ° ~ s ~ 00 if it acts transitively on 
the set of all s-paths in F and either s = 00 or G acts intransitively on the set of all 
(s + I)-paths in r. If Aut(F) acts s-transitively on Fthen Fis called s-transitive graph. It 
is easy to prove that any s-transitive graph Fis t-d.t.g. for t = min {s, d}. Group G is said 
to act locally s-transitively on graph Fif for a vertex x E V(F) the subgroup G(x) acts 
transitively on the set of all s-paths in F with origion x and s is the maximal number 
possessing this property. If Aut(n acts locally s-transitively on F then F is by definition 
the locally s-transitive graph. It is obvious that all s-transitive graphs are locally s-transitive. 
Conversely, for s ?: 1 every locally s-transitive graph is either s-transitive or bipartite with 
the orbits of Aut(n on V(n correspond to the bipartition of r. 
In the terminology of diagram geometries we follow [6]. For a geometry (S, I, ,1, d) we 
assume that each flag of type ,1 - {i} is contained in exactly Pi + 1 maximal flags. The 
types of nodes in diagram from left to right are 0, 1 and so on. A labelled diagram of S 
consists of a diagram of S together with the label Pi attached to node i of the diagram. 
We shall consider the following geometries of rank 2. 
2' 0 
-the geometry of points and blocks of a Steiner system 0 
k-J r-J S(2, k, r(k - 1) + 1). 
0 0 
-a projective plane of order q. 
q q 
0 
..sf! 
0 -an affine plane of order q. 
q-J q 
0 0 
-the complete bipartite graph Kk•m • 
k m 
0 
.If 
-the geometry of the vertices and the edges of a Moore graph of 0 
k-J valency k and diameter 2 with the natural incidence relation. 
During the last years locally s-transitive graphs were studied very intensively (see for 
example the survey [46]). The main goal of these investigations was to find a bound on s 
and to describe up to isomorphism all amalgams d = (G(x), G(u)) for x, u E E(n. The 
pioneering result in this direction was obtained by W. Tutt [43, 44] who have described all 
amalgams d for groups acting s-transitively on cubic graphs. This result was generalized 
by D. Goldschmidt [16] on the case of locally s-transitive action. It is easy to prove that if 
G acts on F locally s-transitively for s ?: 2 then for a vertex x E V(F) the permutation 
group (G(x), F(x)) is doubly transitive. In the recent investigations [40, 41, 45] it was 
assumed that (G(x), F(x)) and (G(u), F(u)) are both known doubly transitive permutation 
groups. Such assumption is justified by the description of all doubly transitive permutation 
groups modulo the classification of the finite simple groups [9]. 
If the amalgams d mentioned above are known, the following step is the description of 
the pairs (G, F). But this problem seems to be un tractable in such a general setting because 
of the following reason. Let (G, F) be a pair with an amalgam d. Then we can apply the 
covering procedure described in [2, p. 130] to obtain a pair (G, T) with the same amalgam 
and with W(T)I > W(nl. The repetition of this procedure leads to infinite family of 
groups and graphs with the same amalgam d. 
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This cause the necessarity to restrict ourself on construction of pairs (G, T) which are 
minimal in certain sence. In [22] the pairs (G, T) such that Tis a cubic graph, G acts locally 
s-transitive on T and G(x), G(u) are both maximal subgroups of G are classified. The 
analogous description in the case of s-transitive action was earlier obtained by W. Wong 
in [48]. These pairs (G, T) are certainly minimal but the maximality of the subgroups G(x) 
and G(u) is the global property and does not admit a good local approximation. 
Another approach to construction of minimal objects is based on the fact that the 
covering procedure mentioned above increases the girth of the graph. Namely, if g and g 
are girths of Tand f; respectively then g = 2· g. This means that graphs having small girth 
are minimal at least in respect to the mentioned covering procedure. 
If g = 3 then T is the complete graph and in order to find G we have to construct a 
transitive extension of the doubly transitive group (G(x), T(x». The sufficient and necess-
ary conditions for the existence of this extension are presented in [4, p. 12]. 2-transitive 
graphs of girth 4 were investigated in the papers [8, 10, 11] where these graphs were 
characterized under certain additional assumptions. In [8] the pairs (G, T) such that 
(G(x), T(x» contains the alternative group of degree k = IT(x)1 are classified. The paper 
[10] contains the description of the pairs (G, T) such that (G(x), T(x» is a known doubly 
transitive permutation group without a regular normal subgroup and G1 (x) =f. 1. The 
progress in characterization of 2-transitive graphs of girth 4 can be explained by the fact 
that any such graph contains at most 2k vertices [42]. 
In this paper 2-transitive graphs of girth 5 are considered. The investigation of these 
graphs is more difficult because, in particular, they may have infinitely many vertices. The 
theorem 2(b) in [36] states that a graph T admitting 2-transitive action of a group G, such 
that (G(x), T(x» is a known doubly transitive permutation group without a regular normal 
subgroup and G1 (x) =f. 1, cannot has girth 5. Unfortunately this theory is incorrect. A 
number of counterexamples is presented in the section 8 of the paper. In these counter-
examples the role of G play the following groups: the Mathieu group M22 ; the auto-
morphism group of M22 ; the proper triple covering M22 of M22 ; the extensions of M22 by 
outer automorphisms; the Conway's group Co2; the Janko's group J4 : the Fischer's group 
F2 which is known as 'Baby Monster'. The discovering of the mistake in the paper [36] was 
the starting point of this paper. 
In the section 2 we give definitions and some properties of the group amalgams. Section 
3 contains some known properties of the Moore graphs of girth 5. In section 4 graphs of 
girth 5 are investigated from purely combinatorial point of view, without any assumptions 
about their automorphism groups. In this section we assume that a pair of vertices at 
distance 2 from each other in T are contained in exactly a cycles of length 5 and that every 
cycle of length 6 is degenerate. It is shown that any such graph contains an induced 
subgraph which is isomorphic to the Moore graph of diameter 2 and of valency a + 1. This 
implies that a E {l, 2, 6, 56}. In the following sections we consider in detail the embedd-
ment of the cycle of length 5 (a = 1) and of the Petersen graph (a = 2). 
Section 5 devoted to the embedding of the cycle of length 5. In this case T is called 
pentagraph. Such graphs were studied in [33, 34, 35]. At the first place we are interested in 
the pentagraphs for which (G(x), T(x» is the symmetric group Sk' All such graphs are 
described in this section for k ~ 4. If k ~ 5 then it is shown that the group G is a factor 
group of the Coxeter group Hk. It is well known that Hk is infinite for k ~ 5. 
In section 6 a graph which is closely related to pentagraphs is studied. This graph has 
valency 11 and its automorphism group is the smallest Janko's group J1 • A characterization 
of J1 in terms of this graph is obtained. 
In section 7 we consider 2-transitive graphs with unfaithfull action of G(x) on T(x). It 
is shown that if all cycles of length 6 in T are degenerate then modulo the completement 
of the known list of doubly transitive permutation groups the group (G(x), T(x» is either 
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PSLn (2) or contains the translation group of the n-dimentional affine space over GF(3) 
as a normal subgroup. In both cases T contains the Petersen subgraphs and all this 
subgraphs containing x induce on T(x) the structure of PG(n - I, 2) or the structure of 
AG(n, 3). 
In section 8 some examples of 2-transitive graphs which are related to the sporadic simple 
groups are presented. From these graphs as well as from the graph related to J) the 
Buekenhout-Tits geometries can be constructed. The diagrams of these geometries are 
presented below. Near the diagram the semi-simple subgroups of the automorphism groups 
of the geometries are written. Some geometries have the same diagram. The geometries for 
the groups M 22 , J4 were mentioned in [7]. Others geometries are new. 
0 
JI 0 0 A 
2 2 M22 , M22 
0 JI 0 0 0 
2 2 2 M23 , CO2 
JI 
0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 2 2 F2 
JI .if 
0 0 0 0 
2 2 6 J. 
JI ..wf 
0 0 0 
2 3 M21 
JI ~ 
0 0 0 0 
2 J , 
The author expresses his gratitude to S. V. Shpectorov, who has read the initial version 
of the manuscript and has proposed a number of improvements. 
2. GROUP AMALGAMS 
In the sections 5 and 6 for the characterization of certain pairs (G, T) we shall use the 
method which was introduced by S. V. Shpectorov in [38]. To follow this method we have 
to construct certain amalgam d, related to the pair (G, T) and to investigate some special 
factor groups of the free closer F(d) of the amalgam d. 
We begin with the definitions (see [30, p. 462]). An amalgam d = (GJ, G2 , ••• , Gn ), 
of the groups Gi, 1 ::::; i ::::; n is a set-theoretical union of GiS such that for all i and j, 
1 ::::; i, j ::::; n the intersection Gij = Gji = Gi n Gj is nonempty and is a subgroup in both 
Gi and Gj • It follows from the definition that all groups Gh 1 ::::; i ::::; n have the common 
identity element. The amalgam d is said to be embedded in group G if there is an injection 
cp of d into G such that the restriction of cp on any group Gi , I ::::; i ::::; n is a homomorphism 
of Gi . The free closer F(d) of the amalgam d can be defined in the following way. The 
generators of F(d) are all elements of d and the relations of F(d) are all equalities gh = f 
which are valid in the amalgam d. It is clear that an amalgam d is embedded in some 
group if and only if it is embedded in its free closer F(d). If d is embedded in G and cp(d) 
generates G then G is isomorphic to a factor group F(d)/N, where N is a normal subgroup 
of F(d) such that N n Gi = 1 for all I ::::; i ::::; n. 
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We shaH consider amalgams.xl = (G I , G2 , G3 ) consisting of three groups and possessing 
the following properties. 
(1) Gij = Gi (J Gj is a proper subgroup in both Gi and Gj , I ~ i,j ~ 3, i f= j. 
(2) Gk = <Gi (J Gb Gj (J Gk ) for {i,j, k} = {I, 2, 3}. 
(3) [G2 : G12 ] = [G23: Gm ] = 2; [G3 : GnJ ): 3. 
(4) GI2 is a maximal subgroup of G I . 
Let.xl possess properties (1)-(4) and .xl is embedded in group G by means of an injection 
cp. We define the graph T = T(G) by the following rules: V(r) and E(r) are the right 
cosets in G of GI and G2 , respectively (we write Gi instead of cp(GJ). A vertex x E V(T) 
and an edge e E E(T) are incident if the intersection x (J e is nonempty. Notice that if 
x (J e f= 0 then x (J e is a coset of G12 in G. Since [G2 : G12 ] = 2, each edge in Tis incident 
with exactly two vertices. The group G acts naturally on the graph T and this action is 
I-transitive. Let x be the vertex GI = GI • I and e = (x, u) be the edge G2 = G2 • I. Then 
it is clear that x and e are incident. The vertex x is incident to exactly k = [GI : G12 ] edges 
and GI acts primitively on this set of edges. We want to show that two vertices are incident 
to at most one common edge. Suppose that x and u have two incident edges in common. 
Since G I acts primitively on the set of edges which are incident to x, then each edge which 
is incident to x is also incident to u. But < GI , G2 ) = G, so V (T) = {x, u}. This contradicts 
to the condition [G3 : GIJ] ): 3. So T has no multiple edges. It is clear that the action of 
G(x) = G I on the set T(x) is similar to the action of G I on the right cosets of GI2 in G I . 
Let .1 = L1(G) be the subgraph of Tsuch that V(L1) = {y :y = :xC for g E G)}, E(L1) = 
{f:f = ell for g E G3 }. Then G3 acts I-transitively on A Moreover 1 V (.1)1 = [G3 : GIJ] and 
IE(L1)1 = [G3 : G23 ] and the valency of .1 is equal to [G I3 : G123 ]. Let Yf = Yf(G3 ) be the set 
of all subgraphs of Twhich are images of .1 under the action of G. Then a vertex x E V (T) 
is contained in exactly [GI : G13 ] subgraphs from Yf. A subgraph .1 E Yf is connected by (2). 
To summarize. 
LEMMA2.1. Let.xl = (G I , G2 , G3 ) be an amalgam possessing the properties (l)-(4) and 
.xl be embedded in G. Then there is a graph T admitting I-transitive action of the group 
G. Moreover T has no multiple edges and its valency is equal to [G I : G12 ]. For x E V(T) 
the action of the subgroup G(x) on T(x) is similar to the action of GI on the cosets of G I2 
in GI • The graph T contains a collection Yf of subgraphs such that 1 V (.1)1 = [G3 : GI3 ], 
IE(L1)1 = [G3 : G23 ] for .1 E Yf and the valency of .1 is equal to [GIJ: G123 ]. For x E V(r) 
there are exactly [G I : GIJ] subgraphs from Yf containing x and a subgraph .1 E Yf is 
connected. 
For the amalgam .xl = (G I , G2 , G3 ) we shall use the following scheme 
62------623------63 
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Notice that this scheme does not describe the amalgam .xl up to isomorphism, but give 
very useful information about it in the sense of Lemma 2.1. 
3. MOORE GRAPHS 
A graph r of valency (a + I) is the Moore graph of diameter 2 if and only if its girth 
is at least 5 and the number of vertices is (a + 1)2 + I. It is clear that the girth of a Moore 
graph of diameter 2 is exactly 5. 
The following fundamental result concerning the Moore graphs is presented in 
[2, p. 159]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let r be a Moore graph of diameter 2 and of valency a + I then 
a E {I, 2, 6, 56}. 
If a E {I, 2, 6} then Moore graph of diameter 2 and valency a is unique. For a = I it is 
the cycle Cs of length 5; for a = 2 is is the Petersen graph 03; for a = 6 it is the 
Hoffman-Singleton graph HoSi. In the former two cases the uniqueness can be checked 
directly, in the latter it was proved in [28]. The existence problem about Moore graph of 
valency 57 is still open, but it is known [I] that such a graph could not be s-transitive for 
s ~ 2. The automorphism group of Cs (as well as of any cycle) acts transitively on the set 
of paths of an arbitrary fixed length; the graphs 0 3 and HoSi are 3-transitive. So we have. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let r be an s-transitive Moore graph of diameter 2, s ~ 2. Then r is 
isomorphic to Cs, 0 3 or HoSi. 
The automorphism group of Cs is isomorphic to D\O . The graph 0 3 admits 2-transitive 
action of the group As and 3-transitive action of the group Ss. Moreover G, (x) = I in the 
case of As and G, (x) ~ Z2 in the case of Ss. The groups PSU3(5) and PLU3(5) act 
3-transitively on the graph HoSi, the vertex stabilizers are isomorphic to A7 and S7 , 
respectively and G, (x) = I in the both cases. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G act s-transitively on a Moore graph r of diameter 2, s ~ 2 and 
G, (x) oF I, then r is the Petersen graph and G ~ S5 ' 
It is easy to show that if G acts s-transitively, s ~ 3 on a graph r of girth 5 then r is a 
Moore graph of diameter 2. So we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let r be a graph of girth 5 and G act s-transitively on r, s ~ 3, then r is 
one of the following: Cs , 0 3 , HoSi. 
4. THE EMBEDDMENT OF MOORE GRAPHS 
Let rbe a regular graph of valency k and of girth 5, possessing the following properties. 
(I) If x, u E V(r), d(x, u) = 2 then there are exactly a cycles oflength 5 passing through 
x and u. 
(2) If y, Z E V(r), d(y , z ) = 3 then the path of length 3 from y to Z is unique. 
Let (x, u) be an ordered pair of vertices such that d(x, u) = 2. We define the subset 
Ll(x , u) of vertices by the following rule: Ll(x, u) = {x} u Ll, (x, u) u Liix, u), with 
Li2(x, u)-the vertices in connected component of the subgraph <I;(x» containing u; 
Li, (x, u}-the vertices which lie on the shortest paths from x to the vertices in Li2 (x, u). 
THEOREM 4.1. If r possesses the properties (1), (2) then the subgraph <Li(x, u» is a 
Moore graph of diameter 2 and of valency a + I, in particular a E {I, 2, 6, 56}. 
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The proof of the theorem leans upon the lemmas below. 
LEMMA 4.2. If WE ,,12(x, u) then ,,1(x, w) = ,,1(x, u). 
PROOF. The claim follows directly from the definition of ,,1(x, u). 
LEMMA 4.3. 1,,11 (x, u)1 = a + 1. 
PROOF. Let Vj, 1 ~ i ~ a be the vertices in the set ,,12(X) n T(u). Set Vo = u and 
{yJ = T(vJ n T(x) for 0 ~ i ~ a. By the definition of ,,11 (x, u) the vertices Yj are 
contained in the set ,,11 (x, u). If Yj = Yj then the graph T contains the cycle of length 3 or 
of length 4, but the girth of Tis 5, contradiction. Hence 1,,11 (x, u)1 ~ a + 1. Suppose that 
there is a vertex z E ,,11 (x, u) such that z =F Yj for 0 ~ i ~ a. By the definition of ,,11 (x, u) 
there is a vertex WE ,,12(x, u) such that {z} = T(w) n T(x). By Lemma 4.2 and by the 
connectivity of the subgraph ,,12(x, u) we may assume that WE T(vJ for some i, 1 ~ i ~ a 
(Figure 1). In this case d(u, z) = 3 and there are at least two shortest paths from u to z. 
This contradicts to the property (2) of the graph 1. Thus 1,,11 (x, u)1 = a + 1. 
IJ 
Yo 
Vi 
Yi 
X 
FIGURE 1 
w 
z 
For 0 ~ j ~ a let ~ denote the set T(Yj) n ,,12(x, u). 
LEMMA 4.4. For a vertex Wj E ~ there is uniquely determined vertex Wj E l:j such that 
d(wj, Wj) = 1. In particular Il:jl = I~I, 1 ~ i,j ~ a, i =F j. 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.2 we may assume that i = 0, Wj = u. Since d (u, Yj) = 2 there is 
a vertex Wj E ~ such that d(u, wj ) = 1. The uniqueness of the vertex Wj follows from the 
fact that T contains no cycles of length 4. 
LEMMA 4.5. I~I = afor 1 ~ j ~ a; 1,,12 (x, u)1 = a(a + 1). 
PROOF. The subgraph ,,12(x, u) is regular of valency a and its girth is at least that of T, 
i.e. 5. Hence 1,,12(x, u)1 ~ a2 + 1. On the other hand by Lemma 4.4 we have ILl2(x, u)1 = 
I~I . (a + 1), so I~I ~ a. By Lemma 4.4 there are at least Il:jl = I~I cycles of length 5 
passing through Yj and Yj. Since d(yj, Yj) = 2 there are exactly a such cycles. This implies 
I~I = a and 1,,12 (x, u)1 = a(a + 1). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. We claim that a vertex z E ,,1(x, u) has valency a + 1 in the 
sub graph (,,1(x, u». For z = x this follows from Lemma 4.3, for z E ,,11 (x, u)-from 
Lemma 4.5 and for z E ,,1z(x, u)-directly from the definition of the subgraph (,,1(x, u» and 
by the property (1) of 1. The number of vertices in ,,1(x, u) by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 is equal 
to (a + 1)2 + 1. Finally the girth of (,,1(x, u» is at least five. Hence (,,1(x, u» is iso-
morphic to a Moore graph of valency a + 1 and of diameter 2. By Lemma 3.1 this means 
that a E {l, 2, 6, 56}. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let T possess the properties (1), (2) and '§ be the set of subgraphs 
<L1(x, u) for d(x, u) = 2. Thenfor a vertex x E VeT), Sex) = sex, '§) is a Steiner system 
S(2, a + 1, k). In particular k(k - 1)/a(a + 1) is an integer. 
PROOF. Let Yi' Yj E T(x), i =I j. We want to show that the pair {Yi' Yj} is contained in 
exactly one block of the system Sex). Such a block exists since d(Yi' Yj) = 2 and contains 
exactly a paths of length 3 (Yi' Z, W, Yj) and it is easy to show that Yi and Yj are contained 
in L1(x, z). By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 the subgraph <L1(x, z) contains exactly a paths of 
length 3 from Yi to Yj' So if <L1(x, z') is another subgraph in '§ containing Yi and Yj then 
L12 (x, z) n L12 (x, z') = 0 by Lemma 4.2 and the number of paths of length 3 from Yi to 
Yj is at least 2a, the contradiction. The integrality of the value k(k - 1)/a(a + 1) follows 
from the well known relations on the parameters of the Steiner system. 
If the graph T admits s-transitive action of a group G and s ~ 2 then it is easy to see that 
the subgroup G{L1(x, un acts t-transitively on <L1(x, u) with t ~ s. This and Lemma 3.2 
imply 
THEOREM 4.7. Let T possess the properties (1), (2) and G ::::; Aut(T) acts s-transitively 
on T, s ~ 2. Then <L1(x, u) is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: Cs, 0 3 , HoSi. 
It follows from theorems 4.1 and 4.6 that the embeddment of the Moore graphs in T 
leads to the Buekenhout-Tits geometry having the diagram 
!£ O~----------~Or----------~O 
Q (k-I)_I 
a 
with elements of type 0, 1 and 2 are the vertices, the edges and the subgraphs from '§, 
respectively. The incidence is defined by the inclusion. 
It should be mentioned that the embeddment of the Moore graphs in the graphs of girth 
5 is analogous to the embeddment of the generalized quadrangles in near n-gons which was 
proved in [39]. In both cases the subgraphs are geodesically closed i.e. WIth a pair of vertices 
they contain all shortest paths between this vertices. 
5. PENTAGRAPHS 
If a = 1 then theorem 4.1 becomes trivial and is valid even without the assumption (2) 
on the graph r. In this case <L1(x, u) is the cycle of length 5 and Sex) is the collection of 
2-element subsets of the set T(x). 
Let T be a graph and lff be a set of cycles of length, m in r. The pair (T, lff) is called 
m-gon-graph (see [33, 34]) if a path of length 2 in T is contained in exactly one cycle 
from lff. If lff is the set of all cycles of length m in T then T is called a strict m-gon-graph. 
A pentagraph is strict 5-gon-graph. In this section the description problem for graphs 
satisfying the following hypothesis is considered. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.1. T has girth 5, G ::::; Aut(T) acts 2-transitively on T and for x E V (T) 
(G(x), T(x)) is either the symmetric or the alternative group of degree k = IT(x)l, k ~ 3. 
The graphs of girth 4 satisfying the analogous hypothesis were classified by 
P. J. Cameron in [8]. Namely he has proved the following. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let T be a graph of girth 4, G ::::; Aut(T) act 2-transitively on T and 
(G(x), T(x)) is either the symmetric or the alternative group of degree k = IT(x)l, then one 
of the following holds. 
(i) T is isomorphic to a graph from the following series: Qb Db Kk,b Kk+ j,k+ j \(k + 1 )K2 
(the complete bipartite graph without a matching); 
(ii) k = 4, W(1)1 = 14, G ~ PGL2(7) and T is bipartite; 
(iii) k = 5, W(1)1 = 22, G ~ PGL2 (11) and T is bipartite. 
At first we shall show that modulo a finite number of examples the classification of the 
graphs satisfying the hypothesis 5.1 is reduced to the analysis of pentagraphs. 
We begin with the following easy lemma which is standard in the theory of s-transitive 
graphs. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let Tbe a connected graph, G ::::; Aut(1) andfor all x E V(T) the subgroup 
G;(x) act trivially on the set r:+ j (x). Then G;(x) = 1. 
LEMMA 5.4. If the hypothesis 5.1 holds then either G j (x) = I or T is the graph 0 3 and 
G ~ S5' 
PROOF. Suppose that Gj (x) =F 1. If Gj (x) acts trivially on the set 1( y) - {x} for a 
vertexy E T(x) then since Gj(x) is normal in G(x) and (G(x), 1(x)) is transitive, Gj(x) acts 
trivially on I;(x) = UYET(x) (1(y) - {x}). Hence Gj(x) = I by Lemma 5.3. Thus (Gj(x), 
T( y) - {x}) is nontrivial. But Gj (x) is normal in G(x, y) and the latter acts primitively on 
T(y) - {x}, so (Gj(x), 1(y) - {x}) is transitive. Then G acts s-transitively on r, s ~ 3 
and by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.3 T is the graph 0 3 and G ~ S5' 
LEMMA 5.5. If the hypothesis 5.1 holds and Gj (x) = I then either k = 7 and T is the 
Hoffman-Singleton graph HoSi or the action ofG(x) on I; (x) is similar to the action ofG(x) 
on the set of ordered pairs of distinct vertices from T(x). 
PROOF. Let {x, y} E E(1) . The subgroup G(x, y) acts transitively on the set T(x) -
{y} and on the set 1( y) - {x}, each of cardinality (k - I). If k - I =F 6 then the 
subgroup G(x, y) which is isomorphic to Ak_ j or to Sk _ j, contains exactly one conjugacy 
class of subgroups of index k - 1. Hence for Z E T(y) - {x} the subgroup G(x, y, z) 
coincides with the subgroup G(x, y, u) for some vertex u E T(x) - {y}. This means that 
the action of G(x) on I;(x) is similar to the action of G(x) on the set of ordered pairs of 
distinct vertices from T(x). 
If k - I = 6 then G(x, y) contains two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index k - 1. 
If G(x, y, u) with u E 1(x) - {y} and G(x, y, z) with z E 1(y) - {x} are from different 
classes then G(x, y, z) acts transitively on T(x) - {y}. In this case G acts 3-transitively on 
T and by Lemma 3.4 T is the graph HoSi. 
LEMMA 5.6. If the hypothesis 5.1 holds then one of the following holds: 
(i) T is isomorphic to 0 3 , HoSi or 2. 0 5 (the double covering of the Clebsch graph); 
(ii) Tis pentagraph. 
PROOF. If Tis not isomorphic to a Moore graph then by Lemmas 5.4and 5.5 Gj (x) = 
and the action of G(x) on I; (x) is similar to the action of G(x) on the set of pairs of distinct 
vertices from T(x). Each vertex z E I;(x) is adjacent to the same number, say a of vertices 
in I;(x). Let {y} = 1(x) (l 1(z). Then since the girth of Tis equal to 5, 1(z) (l 1(y) = 0 
and for a vertex u E T(x) - {y} the vertex z is adjacent to at most one vertex from 
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T(u) - {x}. At first we assume that k ~ 5 and for k = 5 the group (G(x), T(x» is the 
symmetric group Ss. Then the subgroup G(x, y, z) has on the set rex) - {y} exactly two 
orbits of length 1 and k - 2, respectively. Hence a E {I, k - 2, k - I}. Define on the set 
I;(x) the relation R by: {z, w} E R if and only if d(z, w) = 1. It is clear thar R is symmetric 
and is invariant under the action of G(x). For the values of k in question the minimal 
relations invariant under the action of G(x) are the following: 
~, if a = y, fJ = b; 
R], if a = b, fJ = y; 
R2, if a = y, fJ "# b; 
{(a, fJ), (y, b)} E R3, if a "# y, fJ = b; 
R4 , if a = b, fJ "# y; 
Rs, if a "# b, fJ = y; 
R6 , if {a, fJ} n {y, b} = 0. 
Here a, fJ, y, b are vertices from rex). It is clear that R = UjEJ Rj . If R2 or R3 appears in 
R then the subgraph <I; (x» contains a triangle. The relations R4 and Rs are anti symmetric 
so they appear or unappear in R simultaneously. These facts and the cardinality arguments 
give R = R] and so r is pentagraph. 
In the analysis of small values of k we use ad hoc arguments. It can be shown that each 
s-transitive graph of girth 5 and valency 3 (s ~ 2) is isomorphic either to the graph 0 3 
or to the dodecahedron and the latter is the pentagraph. The case k = 4 leads to the 
pentagraphs. Finally if k = 5 and (G(x), rex»~ is the alternative group As then ris either 
a pentagraph or the d.t.g. with the intersection array 
3 
~~ ______ ~lor4----------I~()~1 ________ ~40rl--------~50 
5 20 5 
This graph is the double covering 2. Os of the Clebsch graph os. The automorphism group 
of 2. Os is isomorphic to the extension of extra special group of order 32 by the group As 
(the centralizer of an involution in the groups J2 and J3). A combinatorial construction of 
this graph is contained in the paper [20]. 
Recall [31] that the Coxeter group Hk has the following definition in terms of generators 
and relations: 
Hk = <e], e2, ... ,ekle~ = 1 for 1 ~ i ~ k; (ej ej )2 = 1 for Ii - JI > 1; 
(e jej +])3 = 1 for 1 ~ i ~ k - 2 and (ek_]ek)S = I). 
It is known [5] that H3 ~ As x Z2; H4 is isomorphic to the factor group ofSL2(5) l S2 
over its centre; Hk is infinite for k ~ 5. 
Let Hk(ej ) denote the subgroup in Hk generated by {e], ... , ed\ej • From the general 
theory of the Coxeter groups it follows that Hk(ek) ~ Sk; Hk(ek-]) ~ Sk_] x S2; 
H k(ek_2) ~ Sk-2 x D IO • We shall say that a factor group of a subgroup of Hk is standard 
if the kernal N satisfy the following condition: 
for i = k - 2, k - 1, k. 
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THEOREM 5.7. Let r be a pen tagraph , G act 2-transitively on r in such a way that 
(G(x), r(x)) is the symmetric group Sb k = lr(x)1 ~ 3. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G is isomorphic to a standard factor group of Hk; 
(ii) k = 4 and G ~ POLz(lI). 
PROOF. The subgroup G(x) ~ Sk acts on r(x) in its natural way. We can assume 
that G(x) is generated by the transpositions e" e2, ... , ek_' which satisfy the follow-
ing relations: e~ = I, 1 ~ i ~ k - I; (ejed = I for Ii - JI > I; (e j ej +,)3 = I for 
I ~ i ~ k - 2. Let u, v E r(x) be the vertices, such that ek _, = (u, v) . .. and C = 
(x, u, w, z, v) be the unique cycle passing through u and v. Since G acts 2-transitively on 
rthere is an element ek E G such that ek = (x, u) . ... By the connectivity of rit holds that 
G = <G(x), ek) = <e" e2, ... , ek)' Let us determine the relations between ek and e j for 
I ~ i ~ k - 1. Since G acts 2-transitively on r we may assume that ek maps the 2-path 
(x, u, w) to the 2-path (u, x, v). Then ek E G {C} and hence ek normalizes the subgroup 
G(C) = G(x, u, v) which is of index k - I in G(x, u). From the known properties of the 
automorphism groups of the symmetric groups is can be deduced that ek induces an inner 
automorphism of G(x, u). This means that ek can be chosen in such a way that e~ = 1 and 
[eb G(x, u)] = 1. The elements ek_' and ek are contained in the subgroup G{C} and their 
product (ek_, ek) induces an automorphism of < C) of order 5. Hence (ek_, eS contains in 
G(C) = G(x, u, v) = <e" ... , ek- 3) ~ Sk-Z' Since [eb G(C)] = [ek_', G(C)] = 1 
then (ek_' ed5 is an element from the centre of G(C). If k =f- 4 then the centre of the group 
Sk-Z is trivial while for k = 4 it contains the unique nontrivial element e,. Hence we have 
the following two possibilities: 
(i) (ek_, ek)5 = 1. In this case G is generated by the elements e" ... , ek which satisfy the 
relations of the group H k. So G is a factor group of H k. Since G(x) ~ Sb G{x, y} ~ 
Sk_' X S2' G {C} ~ Sk-2 X D IO , G is a standard factor group of H k. 
(ii) (ek_,ed5 =f- 1. In this case G = <e" e2, e3, e4) and the elements e;, I ~ i ~ 4 satisfy 
the following relations: 
ei = e~ = ej = e~ = I, 
(e, e3)2 = (e, e4)Z = (eZe4)2 = 1, (5.1) 
(e, e2)3 = (e2e3)3 = I, (e3e4)5 = e,. 
By the Todd-Coxeter co sets enumeration algorithm it was proved that the group, 
determined by these relations (5.1) is isomorphic to PgLz (11). Since G(x) ~ S4, 
G ~ POL2 (lI). The group POLz(ll) acts on the pentagraph of valency 4. The structure 
of the graph can be described by the following figure: 
4 1 3 2 
4 12 24 
4 
6 
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FIGURE 2 
In terms of group amalgams the proof of the theorem 5.7 consists in the reconstruction 
of the amalgam d = (G1, G2, G3)withGI = G(x),G2 = G{x,y},G3 = G{C}.lfk #- 4 
then the amalgam is unique up to isomorphism and has the form given in Figure 2. 
Moreover, for JE CG,,(G123 ) and e E CG21 (G123 ) it holds that (fe)5 = 1. This amalgam is 
embedded in the group Hk. It can be shown that Hk is the free closer of this amalgam. For 
k = 4 there is an additional amalgam characterized by the property that (fe)5 is the 
nonidentity element of G123 • In this case the free closer is isomorphic to the group PGL2(11). 
Ifthe amalgam d = (Sb Sk_1 X S2, Sk-2 x D IO ) is embedded in a group G then Gis 
a standard factor group of the group Hk • This fact and Lemma 2.1 give the following. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let G be a standardJactor group oj Hk. Then there is a graph reG) such 
that reG) has valency k, girth 5; G acts 2-transitively on rand (G(x), rex»~ is the symmetric 
group Sk 
So Hk acts 2-transitively on certain pentagraph. The group H4 as well as H3 contains 
exactly one proper standard factor group. The description of all standard factor groups of 
the groups Hk seems to be very difficult. In this respect the paper [18] should be mentioned. 
This paper contains the description of the finite factor groups of the Coxeter groups from 
another class over congruence subgroups. M. E. Muzichuk has informed the author that 
the group Hk has a standard factor group isomorphic to the extension of the group ilk (5) 
by an automorphism of order 2. 
Let us turn towards the description of pairs (G, r) such that r is a pentagraph and G 
acts on r in such a way that (G(x), rex» is the alternative group of degree k = Ir(x)l. 
Let Hk(ek) ~ Sb Hk(ek_l) ~ Sk_1 x S2 and H k (ek_2) ~ Sk-2 x DIO be the subgroups 
of Hk • These subgroups can be considered as permutation groups of degree m = k, k + 1 
and k + 3, respectively. Let Ht (eJ denote the intersection of Hk(eJ with the alternative 
group Am. Then Ht(ek) ~ Ab Ht(ek-d ~ Sk_l, Ht(ek-2) ~ Ak_2 AD IO . Let Ht be the 
subgroup of Hk generated by the subgroups Ht (ek), Ht (ek- d, Ht (ek-2) and d+ be the 
amalgam (Ht (ek), Ht (ek-d, Ht (ek-2»' If H: is the free closer of d+ then it is clear that 
Ht is a factor group of Ht, 
LEMMA 5.8. Ht = Ht. 
PROOF. Let cp be the homomorphism of H: on Ht. Then cp(g) = g for g E d+. The 
group Ht can be extended by the automorphism h of order 2 under which each of the 
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subgroups H: (eJ, i = k, k - 1, k - 2 is invariant and h induces on H: (eJ the auto-
morphism which is equivalent to the action of the element e l by conjugation in Hk. Then 
it is clear that ( H: (eJ, h) ~ Hk(eJ, i = k, k - 1, k - 2. Hence the group Hk = 
(H: , h) is a factor group ofHk. Let 1/1 be a homomorphism ofHk on Hk such that I/I(g) = g 
for g E .91 + . We obtain the following sequence. 
Hi ~ H: ~ Hk....:L.. Hk 
We want to show that 1/I«({J(f» = f for all fE Ht Since Ht = (Ht(ed, H:(ek _I), 
H:(ek_2», then f = g/lgl2 . . . gin with g~ E H:(eJ for i E {k, k - 1, k - 2} . By the 
assumption ({J and 1/1 map each element g, into itself so 1/I«({J(f» = f This means that ({J is 
J 
injective and hence Ht = H: . 
Using the arguments which are analogous to that in the proof of the theorem 5.7 we 
receive the following. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let r be a pentagraph, G act on r in such a way that (G(x), rex»~ is the 
alternative group Ab k = I r(x)1 ~ 3. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G is a standard factor group of H: ; 
(ii) k = 5 and G ~ PSL2(31); 
(iii) k = 4 and G ~ PSL2(11). 
It is easy to prove that H: acts on certain pentagraph. Notice that H: has in Hk index 
at most 2 since ej normalizes H: and Hk = (H: , ei ) for 1 ~ i ~ k. From this fact it 
follows in particular that H: is finite if and only if Hk is finite i.e. if k ~ 4. 
A characterization of the pentagraphs from the theorem 5.9 for k = 5 was obtained in 
[34], but in this paper the finiteness problem for the group G was not solved. As it was 
mentioned above this group in general is infinite. 
6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GROUP J I 
Let us consider the construction of the pairs (G, r), such that r is an m-gon-graph, G 
acts 2-transitively on rand (G(x) , rex»~ is an arbitrary given doubly transitive permutation 
group. 
For such a pair (G, r) let y , z be a pair of vertices from rex) and C be the unique cycle 
from the set if, passing through y and z. We can consider the amalgam .91 = (G(x) , G{x, y}, 
G{C}) given in Figure 3. If r E G(x) (\ G{C} - G(x, y , z) then r = (x)( y, z) . .. (the 
G(x) 
G(X'Y)~ /(x)nG{c} 
G(x,y,z) 
FIGURE 3 
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cyclic decomposition of the permutation induced by t on V(r» and r normalizes the 
subgroup G(x, y, z). Let (J E G {x, y} - G(x, y) . Then since G(x, y) acts transitively on the 
set r(x) - {y}, we can choose (J in such a way that (J normalizes the subgroup G(x, y, z). 
If m is odd then the automorphism of the subgroup G(x, y, z) induced by (J is conjugate 
in «J, r) with that induced by r . Moreover (t<J)m E G(x, y , z). 
The conditions on the group (G(x), r(x)) which are necessary for the existence of the 
amalgam d heavily depend on the parity of m. If m is even then (J and r can induce 
automorphisms of G(x, y, z) which are distinct even up to conjugation. This is the reason 
why for m = 4 and for an arbitrary doubly transitive permutation group (G(x), r(x)) the 
pair (G, r) does exist. In the case for rwe can take the k-dimensional cube Qb k = I r(x )1 
and for G the semidirect product of the elementary abelian group of order 2k and the group 
G(x). 
If m is odd then the pairs (G, r) exist only for certain doubly transitive permutation 
groups. For m = 3 the pair (G, r) exists if and only if (G(x), r(x)) has a transitive 
extension. It is well known that the transitive extensions of doubly transitive permutation 
groups which are not symmetric nor alternative groups exist quite rare. Apparently the 
situation is the same for m ~ 5. The paper [33] contains a detailed analysis of the situation 
when (G(x), r(x)) has a normal subgroup isomorphic to PSL2 (q) in its natural represen-
tation on q + I points, q + 1 = I r(x)l . It is proved in [33] that if m is odd and m ~ 5 
then the pair (G, r) can exist only for q E {2, 3,4, 5, 9}. 
An interesting example exists when m = 5 and (G(x), r(x )) is the representations of 
PSL2 (II) of degree 11. The amalgam d is given in Figure 4. 
The existence of the amalgam presented on Figure 4 is closely related to the existence of 
the transitive extension of the group PSL2(lI) in its representation of degree 11. The 
extension is isomorphic to the group Mil' It should be mentioned that in the latter case 
G{x, y} ~ S5' 
The amalgam d on Figure 4 is interesting due to the fact that its free closer F(d ) has 
a finite factor isomorphic to the Janko's group J I . The graph T(J I ) is d.t.g. with the 
intersection array shown in Figure 5. 
The similarity of Mil and J I can be described in terms of diagram geometries. Let G be 
the group Mil or J I and Tbe the graph T(G). Let us define the diagram geometry <'§ (G) 
in which the elements of type 0 and 1 are the vertices and the edges of r, respectively; the 
elements of type 2 and 3 are the subgraphs induced by the vertices fixed by the subgroup 
of G having order 3 and 2, respectively. The incidence relation on <,§(G) we define by 
AS X Z2-----Ds X Z2-----,Ds x D IO 
FIGURE 4 
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inclusion. Then ~(G) admits the flag transitive action of G and the diagrams are the 
following. 
0 0 0 At' 0 
2 for Mil 
.L .L 
0 0 0 0 
2 for J,. 
The former of the diagram was presented in the paper [7] . 
When the initial version of this paper was already written it turned out that the 
geometries ~(M\\) and ~(JI) are tied together in the geometry ~(O'S) of the O'Nan-Sims 
simple group. The geometry ~ (O'S) was constructed in [24] and its diagram is the following. 
2 
Paper [35] contains a characterization of the graph r(JI)' 
LEMMA 6.1. [35] Let r be a connected regular graph of girth 5, G ~ Aut(r) and 
(a) the valency of r is 11; 
(b) (G(x), r(x)) is the group PSL2(ll) for all x E VCr); 
(c) for any 2-path (x, y, z) the subgroup G(x, y, z) fixes a cycle of length 5, containing 
(x, y, z); 
(d) the vertices and the edges fixed by an involution from G(x, y, z) induce a connected 
subgraph of r. 
Then G = J\. 
In the graph r(J I ) the vertices fixed by an involution induce subgraph isomorphic to the 
Petersen graph. 
The following characterization of J I makes a significant portion of the classification of 
d .t.g.'s of valency II, obtained by I. V. Chuvaeva and the author [23]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let r be a graph of valency 11, G ~ Aut(r) and for x E vcr) the group 
(G(x), rex»~ is isomorphic to PSL2(l1) in its doubly transitive representation of degree 11. 
Let G(x) contain an involution r such that the connected component of the subgraph induced 
by the set Li( r) of vertices fixed by r is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. Then r = r(Jl) and 
G ~ J I • 
The proof of theorem 6.2 contains in essence the following two steps. At first we 
reconstruct the amalgam f!A consisting of the subgroups GI = G(x), G2 = G{x, y}, 
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G) = G{P}, where P is the above mentioned Petersen subgraph, x, YEP. After that we 
prove that the free closer of the amalgam fJl is isomorphic to the group J, . 
LEMMA 6.3. G, (x) = I. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that G, (x) #- 1. Then the girth of T is at least 4. On 
the other hand Tcontains P so the girth of Tis as most 5. Since G,(x) #- I the arguments 
of Lemma 5.4 show that G acts 3-transitively on r. If g = 4 then Tis the complete bipartite 
graph and contains no Petersen subgraphs. If g = 5 then T is a Moore graph of valency 
11, a contradiction with Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 6.3 shows that G(x) ~ PSL2(11). The subgroup structure of this group is well 
known (see for example [15]) and will be used freely. 
LEMMA 6.4. G{P} ~ A5 X Z2. 
PROOF. Since all involutions in the group G(x) ~ PSL2(11) are conjugate, the sub-
group CG(-r) acts transitively on the set Ll(r). By the definition P is the connected component 
of the subgraph (Ll(r». So (G{P}, P) is a transitive permutation group. Now G{P} n 
G(x) = CG(xlr) and G(P) = (r). Hence (G{P}, P) is the group A5 acting on the vertex 
set of the Petersen graph (see section 3). Thus G{P} contains a normal subgroup (r) of 
order 2 and the factor-group G {P}/(r) is isomorphic to A5. This implies that G {P} is either 
the group A5 x Z2 or SL2(5). But the latter contains only one element of order two while 
D'2 ~ G{P} n G(x) contains seven involutions. So G{P} ~ A5 X Z2. 
LEMMA 6.5. G{x, y} ~ A5 X Z2. 
PROOF. G{x, y} contains G(x, y) ~ A5 as a subgroup of index 2. This implies that 
either G{x, y} ~ A5 X Z2 or G{x, y} ~ S5. But since G{P} ~ A5 X Z2 it can easily be 
proved that G{P} n G{x, y} = Z2 X Z2 X Z2. The group S5 contains no elementary 
abelian subgroups of order 8, so G {x, y} ~ A5 X Z2. 
The group PSL2 (11) contains exactly two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index II. 
Let K and L be in distinct classes. Then K ~ L ~ A5 and L is conjugate with K in 
PGL2(11) ~ Aut(PSL2(11». There are two conjugacy classes of subgroups D6 in PSL2(11). 
The representatives Hand F of these classes can be chosen in such a way that H < K and 
F < L. Since G(x) acts doubly transitively on the set T(x) of cardinality 11 we may assume 
that G(x, y) = K for some vertex y E T(x). 
LEMMA 6.6. The action of G(x) on I;(x) is similar to the representations of G(x) on the 
cosets of H. Equivalently G(x) acts on I;(x) as it acts on the set of ordered pairs of distinct 
vertices from T(x). 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 6.4 that for an involution r E G(x) the centralizer 
CG(X)(r) has on the set I;(x) n Ll(r) an orbit of length 6. Let y be a vertex from T(x) such 
that G(x, y) = K. The subgroup G(x, y) acts transitively on the set T(x) - {y} and on the 
set T(y) - {x} each of cardinality 10. Hence for a vertex Z E T(y) - {x} there is a vertex 
v E T(x) - {y} such that G(x, y, z) = G(x, y, v). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that G(x, y, z) = H. Hence G(x, z) ~ H. Let r be an involution from G(x) such 
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that z is contained in the orbit of CG(x/r) on L1(r) having length 6. Such involution r 
can be found since G(x) acts transitively on I; (x). Now r E G(x, z) and ICG(x,z) (r)1 = 
ICG(x) (r)1 .! = 2. If G(x, z) #- H then either G(x, z) ~ A5 or G(x, z) ~ D12 • But in both 
these groups the centralizer of an involution has order at least four. So G(x, y, z) = 
H = G(x, y, v). 
Lemma 6.6 enable us to define the bijection cp from the set I;(x) into the set of ordered 
pairs of vertices from F(x) by the following. If z E I;(x), {y} = F(x) n F(z) and 
G(x, y, z) = G(x, y, v) then cp(z) = (y, v). 
LEMMA 6.7. Let z, t E I;(x), cp(z) = (y, v), cp(t) = (u, w) then z and t are adjacent if 
and only if either 
(i) y = wand v = u, or 
(ii) v = w, y #- u and there is an involution r E G(x) such that L1(r) n r(x) = {y, v = w, u}. 
PROOF. By Lemma 6.6 subgroup G(x, z) has on the set F(x) exactly four orbits: 
8 1 = {y}, ~ = {v}, 8 3 and 8 4 , Moreover there is a bijection between the involutions 
contained in G(x, z) = G(x, y, v) and the vertices in 8 3 , Namely, if r E G(x, z) then 
L1(r) n F(x) = {y, v, u} for some vertex u E~. Let us consider the subgraph of F 
induced by the set L1(r) n ({x} u F(x) u I;(x». By the hypothesis of the theorem this 
subgraph is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. A direct construction based on the tran-
sitivity of G(x) on I; (x) leads to Figure 6. From this figure the necessarity of the conditions 
(i) or (ii) follows immediately. Since all vertices from I;(x) satisfying the conditions (i) or 
(ii) are adjacent, I; (z) n F(x) :2 ~ U 8 3 , Let z be adjacent to some vertex t which satisfy 
neither of the above conditions. Then I;(z) n F(x) = 8 2 U 8 3 U 8 4 and F is a Moore 
graph of valency 11, a contradiction with Lemma 3.1. 
(y,u) (v,u) (u,v) 
x 
FIGURE 6 
LEMMA 6.8. The subgroups G{x, y} and G{P} are conjugate in G. 
PROOF. For a fixed vertex y E F(x) let us consider the set L of triples {y, u, v} of 
vertices from F(x) which are fixed by some involution in G(x). It follows from the 
properties of the group PSL2(1l) that the graph with the vertex set F(x) - {y} and the 
edge set {{u, v}l{y, u, v} E L} is the Petersen graph. This fact and Lemma 6.7 imply that 
the subgraph Q of F induced by the set {zlz E I;(x), cp(z) = (u, y), u #- y} is also the 
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Petersen graph. By Lemma 6.5 G{x, y} ~ As x ( 0) with <IT ) ~ ~. Since IT commutes 
with the subgroup G(x, y ) ~ As, IT = (x, y)(u, z) ... with q>(z) = (y, u) for all u E 
r(x) - {y}. Let z, t E I;(x), q>(z) = (y, u), q>(t) = (u, y ). Then {t} = r(u) (l r(z) and 
hence IT fixes t. This means that Q is a connected component of the subgraph induced by 
the vertices fixed by the involution IT. Since Q is invariant under G{x, y}, it follows that 
G {x, y} = G {Q}. Finally, G acts edge-transitively on Tso the subgroup G{P} is conjugate 
with the subgroup G{Q} = G{x , y} in G. 
Lemmas 6.3-6.8 describe the subgroups GI , G2 and G3 in the amalgam f!J as well as their 
intersections up to isomorphism (Figure 7). 
Let us determine the precise structure of the amalgam f!J. 
As was mentioned above, the group PSL2 (11) contains two conjugacy classes of sub-
groups As and these classes are fused in Aut(PSL2 (11» . So without loss of generality we 
may assume that GI2 = G(x, y) = K. The subgroup G23 is a Sylow 2-subgroups in both G2 
and G3 • So by the Sylow theorem the intersection G2 (l G3 is uniquelly determined up to 
conjugation. Let G3 = M X Z2 with M ~ As. Then M (l GI = D6 • In PSL2 (1l) there are 
two conjugacy classes of subgroups D6 and since the subgroup G12 is already chosen these 
classes are nonequivalent. In the notations of Lemma 6.8 the subgroup M is conjugate in 
G with G{Q} (l G(x) so M (l GI is conjugate with the subgroup G(x, y). Hence we can 
choose GI3 = H X Z2 and GI (l M = H. Thus the amalgam f!J is reconstructed up to 
isomorphism. 
The existence of the d.t.g. with the intersection array of Figure 5 implies that the 
amalgam f!J is embedded in the group J I . 
Let F = F(f!J) be the free closer of the amalgam f!J . Then by Lemma 2.1 Facts 
2-transitively on the graph T = T(F). The group J I is the image of F under certain 
homomorphism t/I. Then t/I can be considered as a morphism of the graph T onto the graph 
T = T(J I ). 
Now we proceed to the second step in the proof of theorem 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.9. t/I is a bijection i.e. T = T ; F ~ J I . 
PROOF. Let U E V(T) and 17s(u) = U:~O t;(u). For the increasing values of s we shall 
prove that the restriction of t/I on 17s(u) is a bijection. In Lemma 6.7 the subgraph induced 
by the set 172(U) is reconstructed up to isomorphism. So the restriction of t/I on 172(U) is a 
bijection. If x E Tz(u) then F(x, u) acts transitively on the set T(x) (l t;,(u). Hence F(u) 
FIGURE 7 
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acts transitively on the set /; (11). This means that if u = 1jI(11) and z E I; (u) then the 
cardinality of the set 1jI-'(z) " /;(11) does not depend on the particular choise of z. So 
1/;(11)1 = 1I;(u)l" 11jI-'(z) " /;(11)1 ~ I I; (u)1 "C3 = I I; (u)1 "5 and 11jI-'(z) " /;(11)1 is 
either 1 or 5. But in the latter case Tcontains no undegenerate cycles oflength 6. By theorem 
4.1 this leads to the existence of a Moore graph of valency 5 to the contrary with Lemma 
3.1. Hence 11;(11)1 = 1I;(u)l. For z E I;(u) the fixer of the vertices u, z in the group J, acts 
transitively on the set of T(z) " I; (u). Then for a vertex i E I; (11) the cardinality of the set 
IT(z) " /; (11)1 is either 5 or O. If IT(i) " /; (11)1 = 0 then since T is 3-d. Lg. we come to the 
contradiction with Lemma 3.3 in [20]. So IT(z) " I; (11)1 = 5 and the restriction of IjI on 
173(11) is a bijection. An analogous argument show that the restriction of IjI on 174 (11) is a 
bijection too. This proves the Lemma. 
Starting with theorem 6.2 S. V. Shpectorov and the author have found a compact 
representation of J, in terms of generators and relations. 
Namely it turns out that J, is a factor group of the Coxeter group 
1, 1 ~ i ~ 5; (eiej ? = 1, Ii - jl > 1; 
(e2e3)3 = (e3e4)S = (e4es)3 = I) 
and can be obtained from this group by means of adding the relations z, es = Z2 = Z3 = 1. 
Here Zi denotes the unique nontrivial element in the centre of the subgroup <ei , ei+" 
ei +2) ~ As x Z2 in the above Coxeter group, 1 ~ i ~ 3. 
7. UNFAITHFULL ACTION OF G(x) ON T(x) 
In this section we are interested in the pairs (G, T) satisfying the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 7.1 The graph T has girth 5, G acts s-transitively on T, s ~ 2 and G, (x) -# 1 
for x E V(T). 
There is exactly one graph of valency 3 satisfying the hypothesis, namely the Petersen 
graph. In order to avoid the trivialities we shall assume that k ~ 4. 
A number of examples satisfying the hypothesis 7.1 is presented in the section 8. These 
examples are rather complicated and at present we cannot answer even the following 
natural questions. 
QUESTION 7.2. Is a graph satisfying hypothesis 7.1 finite? 
QUESTION 7.3. Is the number of graphs satisfying hypothesis 7.1 finite? 
However, all known examples satisfy the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 7.4. The graph T contains a collection <§ of subgraphs, each isomorphic to the 
Petersen graph, such that one of the following holds: 
(i) for all x E V (T) the system S (x, <§) is isomorphic to the set of lines in the projective space 
of dimension (n - 1) over the field GF(2) and (G(x), T(x» is the group PSLn (2), n ~ 3; 
(ii) for all x E V (T) the system S(x, <§) is isomorphic to the set of lines in the affine space of 
dimension n over the field GF(3) and (G(x), T(x» contains the translation group of this space. 
Let the pair (G, T) satisfy the hypothesis 7.1. It is easy to show that T possesses the 
property (1) from section 4. If in addition T possesses the property (2) then under the 
assumption that (G(x), T(x» is a known doubly transitive permutation group we can prove 
hypothesis 7.4. 
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THEOREM 7.5. Let the pair (G, F) satisfy hypothesis 7.1. ifF possesses the property (2) 
and (G(x), F(x)) is a known doubly transitive permutation group then the pair (G, F) satisfy 
hypothesis 7.4. 
PROOF. By theorem 4.7 the graph F contains a collection C§ of subgraphs each iso-
morphic to one of the following: Cs, 0 3, HoSi. We claim that C§ consists of the Petersen 
subgraphs. The subgroup G] (x) preserves each subgraph A E C§ and acts trivially on the 
subset A] (x). If A is not isomorphic to the Petersen graph then by Lemma 3.3 G(x) acts 
trivially on V(A). This implies that G] (x) acts trivially on I;(x) and from Lemma 5.3 it 
follows that G] (x) = 1. Hence each subgraph in C§ is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. By 
theorem 4.6 the system Sex, C§) is a Steiner triple system S(2, 3, k) admitting a doubly 
transitive group (G(x), F(x)). For the known doubly transitive groups these systems are 
described in the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 7.6. [29] Let S be a finite Steiner triple system, H be a subgroup of the auto-
morphism group of S acting on the set of points of S as one of the known doubly transitive 
permutation groups. Then either 
(i) S is the projective space PG(n - 1,2) of the dimension (n - I) over GF(2) and 
H ~ PSLn(2) or H ~ A7 acting on 15 points of PG(3, 2); or 
(ii) S is the affine geometry AG(n, 3) of dimension nand H contains the translation group of 
this geometry. 
Thus in order to prove theorem 7.5 it is sufficient to consider the situation when 
(G(x), F(x)) is the group A7 • In this case for y E F(x) the group (G(x, y), F(y)) is the 
simple group PSL3(2) acting transitively on the set F(y) - {x}. The subgroup G](x) is 
normal in G(x, y) and itcan be shown that (G] (x), F(y) - {x}) is nontrivial. Hence G acts 
3-transitively on r, a contradiction with Lemma 3.4. 
In some graphs satisfying the hypothesis 7.4 (i) there are additional collections of 
subgraphs which lead to a geometry with the diagram of Figure 8 for some m ~ 1. Such 
geometries arise from the graphs r(M 22 ), F(M22 ) (m = I), F(C02) (m = 2) and F(F2 ) 
(m = 3) but not from the graph F(J4 ). S. V. Shpectorov has shown that there is a graph 
T admitting 2-transitive action of the group J4 • The graph T contains a collection C§2 of 
Petersen subgraphs and a collection C§3 of subgraphs isomorphic to F(M22)' The vertices, 
the edges and the subgraphs in C§2 u C§3 give rise a geometry with the diagram presented on 
Figure 8 for m = 2 [21,24]. The graph r(J4 ) is a factor of Tby certain imprimitivity system 
of J4 on V(T). 
Conversely, let C§ be a geometry with the diagram on Figure 8 for some m ~ lover the 
set of types {O, I, ... , m + I} where the types of nodes in the diagram increase from left 
to right. With the geometry C§ we associate the graph 5 = 5(C§) by the following rule: V (5) 
and E(5) are the sets of elements in C§ of types ° and 1, respectively. The incidence relation 
is that ofC§. If G acts flag-transitively on C§ then the pair (G, 5(C§)) satisfies hypothesis 7.1 
except may be of the condition G] (x) =I I (see for example the graph F(M23))' 
Recently the author [26] has proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.7. Let Fbeagraph of girth 5, G ~ Aut(F) andfora vertex x E VCr) it holds 
that G](x) =I I, (G(x), F(x)) is a known doubly transitive permutation group without a 
1 of----~O)-----<O-------<>----<O 
2 2 2 2 
~---~y~---~ 
m nodes 
FIGURE 8 
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regular normal subgroup. Then (G(x), T(x» = PSLn (2), n ~ 3 and there is a geometry ~ 
with the diagram of Figure 8 for some m ~ I, such that G acts on ~ flag-transitively and either 
n = m + 2 and T = E(~) or n > m + 2 and T is isomorphic to the graph obtained by 
factorization of E(~) by certain imprimitivity system of G on V(E(~». 
The flag-transitive geometries with the diagram of Figure 8 for m = 1 are classified in 
[38]. It turns out that there are exactly two such geometries, related to the graph T(M 22 ) 
and T(M 22 ), respectively. 
8. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section the reader is assumed to be familiar with the Steiner system S(5, 8, 24), 
the Goley code and the Leech lattice (see, for example [14]). 
Recall the definitions. The system S(5, 8, 24) is a collection B of 8-element subsets of a 
set P(IPI = 24) such that each 5-element subset of P is contained in exactly one member 
from B. The elements of P are called points and the elements of B are called blocks. It is 
easy to check that IBI = 759 and for bl , b2 E B, bl #- b2 it holds that Ibl (\ b2 1 E {O, 2, 4}. 
The automorphism group of the system S(5, 8, 24) is the Mathieu group M24 which acts 
5-transitive1y on the set P. 
The Goley code is the minimal set ~ of subsets of P with the property that ~ contains 
B and ~ is closed under the taking of symmetric difference. The set ~ contains the null 
subset; the 759 octads-the elements of B; the 2576 dodecads-the symmetric differences 
of octads having two points in common; the complements of octads and the whole set P: 
I~I = I + 759 + 2576 + 759 + I = 212. 
The Leech lattice A is a set of 24-dimensional integer vectors A = (AI, A2 , ••• , A24 ) with 
the coordinates being indexed by the elements of P in such a way that 
(AI) all coordinates are equal to the same number m modulo 2; 
(A2 ) the set of all coordinates i such that Ai is equal to a given value modulo 4 is contained 
in ~; 
(A3) the sum of coordinates is equal to 4m modulo 8. 
Let ( , ) be the ordinary inner product and <, ) = H, ). For an integer n ~ 0 we 
define the set An = {A E AI<A, A) = 2n}. The group Aut(A) of automorphisms of the 
lattice preserving the origion is naturally embedded into GL24(iQ). The group Aut(A) 
contains a subgroup denoted by N24 which is isomorphic to the semi direct product of the 
elementary abelian group F of order 212 and the group M24 . The elements of M24 permute 
the coordinates while the elements of F can be indexed by the elements of ~ in such a way 
that if f(S) E F, S E ~, then f(S) transfers Ai into - Ai if i E S and into Ai if i ¢ S. 
8.1. Mn AND Mn. 
Let p,q E P, p #- q. Define the graph T = T(M 22 ) with the vertex set consisting of all 
blocks bE B which contain neither p nor q; two vertices being adjacent if they have no 
points in common. From the properties of the system S(5, 8, 24) it can be deduced that T 
is d.t.g. with the intersection array of Figure 9. 
221 
o~7 ______ ~lor6 ______ I~()~_4 _____ I~()~4 ______ 6_() 
7 42 168 112 
FIGURE 9 
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This graph was mentioned in [3]. Using the information about the subgroups in the group 
M22 it can be shown that the stabilizer of a vertex x E Vcr) in this group is isomorphic to 
the group EsA. PSL3 (2) (semi direct product of the elementary abelian group of order 8 and 
the group PSL3(2» and Gl(x) ~ Es. The automorphism group of r is Aut(M22 ) and 
contains M22 with index 2. 
The permutational representation ofM22 on Vcr) can be descrived in terms of generators 
and relations. 
It is shown in [12] that 
M22 = <a, bla2 = b4 = (abt = (abab2)7 = (ab(ab- l?ab2ab)2bab- 1 = I), 
and H = <a, bab - I ) has index 22 in M22 . With the aid of the Todd~Coxeter algorithm of 
cosets enumeration and the programme complex described in [19] it was shown that 
F = <abab2, (ba)3 ab2) is the stabilizer of a vertex in the action of M22 on r. 
Let M22 be the proper triple covering of M22 , i.e. Z(M22 ) ~ Z3' [M22' M 22 ] ~ M22 , 
M 22 /Z(M22 ) ~ M22 . Then M22 has the following presentation: 
M22 = <a, b, Xl, X 2, x31a2 = b4 = X~ = [a, X;] = [b, X;] = 1, i = 1,2,3; 
(abyl = Xl' (abab2? = X 2 , (ab(ab- l)ab2ab?bab- 1 = x3) 
and F as a subgroup of M22 has index 990. 
The enumeration of the cosets of F in M22 leads to a permutation group of degree 990. 
It turns out that this group has unique selfdual2-orbit of valency 7. This 2-orbit f'is d.t.g. 
with the intersection array of Figure 10. The graph f' = r(M 22 ) is a 3-fold antipodal ~ ............... 
covering of the graph r. The automorphism group of r is isomorphic to Aut(M22 ). The 
latter group is characterized by the following properties: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
[Aut(M22 ), Aut(M22 )] = M22 , Aut(M22 )/Z(M22 ) = Aut(M22 )· 
It follows directly from the intersection arrays of Figures 9 and 10 that r as well as f' 
possesses the properties (1) and (2) in section 4. So by theorem 4.1 the graphs rand f' 
contain Petersen subgraphs. The system Sex) is the projective plane of order 2 in both cases. 
These subgraphs lead to the geometries with the diagram 
o~----Af~----~o~----------__ o 
2 2 
The distance transitivity of the graphs rand f' ensures the flag-transitivity of the con-
structed geometries. 
The following easy Lemmas will be useful below. 
LEMMA 8.1. There is a bijection qJ between the Petersen subgraphs in r and the set of 
2-element subsets of the set P - {p, q} such that qJ commutes with the action of M 22 . 
PROOF. It is known [14] that any 4-element subset T of P is contained in the unique sextet. 
for all i,j, i t= j, 1 ~ i,j ~ 6. Letr, s E P, r t= s, {r, s} n {p, q} = 0 and Tl , T2,·· ., T6 
2 2 2 2 
7 I 6 IQ4 IQ4 2Q4 4QI 4QI 6 I 7 
0 0 0 0 
7 42 168 336 336 84 14 2 
FIGURE 10 
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be the sextet such that TI = {p, q, r, s}. Let us consider the subgraph L1 of the graph r 
induced by the vertices ~ u 1j, 2 ~ i, j ~ 6, i -=f. j. It follows directly from the definitions 
that L1 is the Petersen subgraph. Since there are Ci) = 231 2-element subsets in P - {p, q}, 
r contains 330 . 7 j1 ° = 231 Petersen subgraphs and M22 acts transitively on both set, the 
claim follows. 
A vertex x of r is contained in seven Petersen subgraphs. So x is associated with 
a collection R = R(x) = {RI' R2, ... , R7 } of seven 2-element subsets of the set 
P - {p, q}. 
LEMMA 8.2. 
(i) Ri (\ Rj = 0 for i -=f. j; 
(ii) if TI = {p, q} u R; and T I, T2, ... , T6 is the sextet containing T] then I ~ (\ Rj I is even 
for 1 ~ I ~ 6, 1 ~ j ~ 7. 
PROOF. Let SI = {p, q} u Rj and SI' S2, ... , S6 be the sextet containing SI' Without 
loss of generality we may assume that b = T2 U T3 = S2 U S3 is the block corresponding 
to the vertex x. Let b l = TI U 1; for some I ~ 4, b2 = SI U S2' If IRi (\ Rjl = 1 then 
Ib l (\ b2 1 ~ 3. Since two distinct blocks in S(5, 8,24) have 0, 2 or 4 points in common, 
Ib l (\ b2 1 = 4 and SI (\ T, = S, (\ Rj is nonempty. But since I is arbitrary with the property 
I ~ 4 this leads to a contradiction. The second claim of the Lemma can be proved by 
analogous arguments. 
On t~ set of Petersen subgraphs containi~ x E Vcr) the structure of the projective 
plane Sex) dual to Sex) is defined. A line in Sex) is the set of subgraphs passing through 
a fixed edge {x, u}. So we have the following. 
LEMMA 8.3. R(x) (\ R(u) is a line in both Sex) and S(u). 
8.2. M 23 
Let p be a point in P. Let us define the graph r = r(M23) by the rule: V(r) is the set 
of blocks in B which do not contain p. Two vertices are adjacent if they have no points in 
common. From the properties of the Steiner system S(5, 8, 24) it follows that r(M23) is 
d.t.g. with the intersection array: 
2 
~ __________ ~10~14----------~1()12 
15 210 280 
The automorphism group of r is isomorphic to M 23 . The stabilizer of a vertex is 
As ~ PSL4 (2) and GI (x) = l. 
It follows directly from the definition that r contains a subgraph r(M22 ) and there are 
exactly 15 such subgraphs passing through a given vertex. Let i'§2 be the set of Petersen 
sub graphs in rand i'§3 be the set of sub graphs r(M22 ) in r. Then Sex, i'§2) is the set oflines 
in PG(3, 2) while Sex, i'§3) is the set of hyperplanes of this space. If i'§o and i'§1 are the sets 
of vertices and edges of r then i'§(M23) = U;~o i'§; with the inclusion relation is geometry 
having the diagram 
1 o------------~o~----------~o~----------~o 
222 
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The group M 2J acts transitively on Vcr) and the vertex stabilizer A8 ~ PSL4 (2) acts 
flag-transitively on the projective space induced by the subgraphs from '§2 and '§J containing 
this vertex. Hence M 23 acts flag-transitively on the geometry '§ = ,§(M23). 
8.4. J4 
In order to construct a graph of girth 5 admitting the group J4 we need the following 
properties of this group. 
LEMMA 8.4. [27] Let G ~ J4 , then 
(i) G contains exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions with the representatives a and 13, 
moreover CG(a) is an extension of extraspecial group of order 213 by the group AUt(M22) and 
CdP) is a semidirect product of the elementary abelian group of order 211 and the group 
Aut(M22 ); 
(ii) G contains exactly one conjugacy class of seljcentralizing elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 210 ; if A is such a subgroup then NdA) = AAB with B ~ PSL5(2) and B acting on A # 
has two orbits AI and A2 with lAd = 5·31, IA21 = 22 .7.31. 
(iii) if S is a Sylow 7-subgroup in G then lSI = 7 and NdS) = Fi x S5' where Fi is the 
Frobenious group of order 21. 
LEMMA 8.5. [32] Let H = AAB be the same as above and S be a Sylow 7-subgroup in H. 
Then 
(i) NH(S) = Fi x D 12 ; 
(ii) B has no subgroups of index 5 . 7 . 31 or 7 . 31. 
The following Lemma is a direct consequence of the known list of maximal subgroups 
in M22 (see, for example [14]). 
LEMMA 8.6. If the group Aut(M22 ) acts transitively on a set .1 of cardinality 330/m with 
m E {I, 2, 3, 6} then m = 1 and the action of Aut(M22 ) on .1 is similar to the action of this 
group on the vertex set of T(M22). 
LEMMA 8.7. Let V be the set of seljcentralizing elementary abelian subgroups of order 210 
in G ~ J4 • Then there is a graph T = T(J4) with the vertex set V, of valency 31 and girth 
5. T admits the action of G on V by conjugation. 
PROOF. If A E V then the stabilizer of A in G is the subgroup H = AAB. If a E AI then 
CH(a) = IHI/IAII = 220 . 32 . 7. By Lemma 8.4 (i) CG(a) = 221 . 3J . 5 . 7 . 11. Let us consider 
the orbit .1 = L1(A, a) of Cda) on V, such that A E .1. Then 1.11 = [CG(a): CH(a)] = 330. 
Let M be the normal subgroup of Cda) such that Cda)/M ~ Aut(M22 ). By Lemma 8.4 
(i) IMI = 213 .3. Since M is normal in Cda), all orbits of M on .1 have the same length, 
say m. It is easy to see that m E {I, 2, 3, 6}. The group Aut(M22 ) acts transitively on the 
set of orbits of M on .1. It follows from Lemma 8.6 that m = I and the action of CG(a) on 
.1 is similar to the action of Aut(M22 ) on the vertex set of T(Mn). So we can define a 
bijection cp = cp(A, a) of L1(A, a) onto r(M22). We define the graph r = T(J4) on the 
vertex set V by the following rule: A', A" E V are adjacent if and only if A" E L1(A', a') for 
some a' E Ai and the images of A' and A" under cp(A', a') are adjacent. Since T(M22 ) is 
undirected the graph ris undirected too. We want to prove that rhas valency k = 31. It 
is clear that k divides 7· IAII = 5·7·31 and that G acts on Tvertex- and edge-transitively. 
Since k is odd and A is normal in H, A acts trivially on r; (A). Hence by Lemma 8.5 (ii) either 
k = 31 or k = 5· 31. 
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Let S be a Sylow 7-subgroup in Hand .E(S) be the set of vertices fixed by all elements 
of S. Since 7 does not divide k the subgraph (.E(S» has at least one edge. By Lemma 8.4 
(iii), Lemma 8.5 (ii) and theorem 3.7 in [47] we have that I.E(S)I = [NG(S): NH(S)] = 10. 
The action of NG(S) on .E(S) is similar to the action of Ss on the vertex set of the Petersen 
graph. This means that I.E(S) (l I; (A)I E {3, 6, 9}. Hence k = 2,3 or 6 modulo 7. Thus 
k = 31, .E(S) is a Petersen subgraph and I;(A) = 6 mod 7. 
Now to prove the Lemma it is sufficient to show that the girth of Tis equal to 5. Since 
T contains a Petersen subgraph its girth is at least 5. It is clear that the girth is not equal 
to 3. If the girth is 4 then we come to a contradiction with the main result of [10]. 
Let rg2 be the set of subgraphs .E(S) for S E SyI7(G) and rg3 be the set of subgraphs L1(A, a) 
for A E V, a E AI. Then S(A, rg2) and S(A, rg3) are the sets of lines and hyperplanes of the 
space PG(4, 2). So we receive the flag-transitive geometry rg(J4) with the diagram 
O~--------~O~----------~Or----------~O 
1 2 2 6 
y 
Here ~---"---~~ is the incidence system of lines and planes of the space PG(3, 2). 
8.4. M21 ~ PSL3(4) 
Let us consider the projective plane PG(2, 4) of order 4. This plane contains the affine 
plane AG(2, 3) of order 3. We define the graph T = T(M21 ) whose vertex set coincides with 
all embeddings of AG(2, 3) into PG(2, 4), two vertex being adjacent if the embeddings has 
exactly one point in common. A detailed investigation of the graph T is contained in [13]. 
In particular it is proved that Tis d.t.g. having the following intersection array 
231 
O~9 ____ ~IO~8 ______ ~I()~_6 _____ 34~~~ _______ 8() 
1 9 72 144 54 
The automorphism group G = Aut(T) of this graph is isomorphic to the group 
Aut(M2I ). The group (G(x), T(x» is similar to the action of AGL2 (3) on the set of points 
of AG(2, 3) and GI (x) ~ Z2. 
Using the description of the graph Tpresented in [13] it is easy to deduce that Tcontains 
a collection rgl of Petersen subgraphs such that S(x, rgl) is isomorphic to AG(2, 3). These 
subgraphs give rise the geometry rg(M 21 ) with the diagram 
Yi'{ 
O~----------~Or----~----~O 
2 3 
8.5. CO2 
The group G ~ CO2 is the stabilizer of a vector A E A2 in the group Aut(A). Let A = 
(4, 4, 0, ... , 0) and the leading two coordinates correspond to the elements p and q from 
the set P. Then N22 = N24 (l CO2 is a semidirect product of the elementary abelian group 
E of order 210 and the group Aut(M22 ). The subgroup Aut(M22 ) permutes the coordinates 
while an element of E changes the signs of coordinates corresponding to one of the 
following subsets from ~: 
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(1) the complements to the octads containing p and q (77 subsets); 
(2) the octads containing neither p nor q (330 subsets); 
(3) the dodecads containing neither p nor q (616 subsets). 
The group Aut(M22 ) acting on E# has three orbits which correspond to the above classes 
of subsets from re. 
We are interested in the representation of G on the co sets of the subgroup N22 • For this 
purpose we shall describe the set of vectors II = {J.L E A41(A., J.L) = 4}. The group G acts 
transitively on the set II and a vector from II is one of the vectors given in Table 1. This 
set of vectors are divided into orthogonal pairs. Let () be the set of these pairs of vectors. 
Then the action of G on () is similar to the action of G on the cosets ofN22 • Under the action 
of N22 the set () is divided into the five orbits of Table 2. 
Name 
Orbit 
TABLE I 
Type 
(8, 0, 022 ) 
(6,2, (± 2)6,016) 
(5, 3, ±3,(±1?1) 
(4, 4, (±4?, 02°) 
(4,4, (±2)8, 014) 
TABLE 2 
Type 
(8,0, 022); (0, 8, 022 ) 
(6, 2, (± 2)6, 016); (2, 6, C+ 2)6, 016) 
(5,3,3, (± 1)21); (3, 5, -3, (+ 1)21) 
(4, 4, (±4)2, 020); (4, 4, (=t 4)2, 020 ) 
(4,4, (± 2)8 , 014 ); (4, 4, (+ 2)8, 014 ) 
Number of 
vectors 
2 
26 '7'11 
212. II 
22 • 3 . 7· II 
28 • 3 . 5 . II 
Cardinality 
I 
25 • 7·11 
211 . II 
2·3·7·11 
21 • 3 . 5 . II 
Let E2 be the orbit of Aut(M22 ) on E# having length 330 and, be an involution from 
E2 • The involution, is associated with a block bE B such that {p, q} n b = 0 . By Lemma 
8.2 this block determines a collection R = R(,) = {R" R2 , ••. , R7 } of 2-element subsets 
of the set P - {p, q}. For each R; we have exactly four vectors in the set A! with nonzero 
components corresponding to the set R; u {p, q}. These four vectors determine two 
elements at and a;- in (}4' Let .E(,) = {ao, at, a" . .. , at, a7 } with ao = (}1 . 1t is clear 
that CN2/,) maps .E(,) into itself. Using the information about some properties of the group 
CO2 [14] it can be proved that CG(,) preserves the set .E(,) and the permutation group 
induced by CG (,) on .E(,) is equivalent to the action of PSL4 (2) on the set of projective 
points of PG(3, 2). Let us define the graph r = r(C02 ) on the vertex set V(n = 
{.E(n)ln = ,g, g E G}, two vertices .E(,) and .E(n) being adjacent if, and n both stabilize 
an element of () and the blocks associated with, and n have empty intersection. By Lemma 
8.3 in this case .E(,) n .E(n) is a hyperplane in both .E(,) and .E(n). 
The valency of ris 15, (G(x), T(x» is the group PSL4(2) in its natural doubly transitive 
representation and IG1 (x)1 = 2". By the definition, the subgraph induced by the vertices 
.E(,) containing a given element of () is isomorphic to r(M 22 ) . These subgraphs and the 
Petersen subgraphs lead to the geometry ~(C02) with the diagram 
o------~Or------~O~------O 
2 2 2 
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8.6. F2 
In this subsection we shall use the following properties of the group F2 • These properties 
are presented in [17] with reference on an unpublished paper of B. Fischer. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let G ~ F2 • Then G has exactly four conjugacy classes of involutions with 
representatives a, p, y, (J and 
Cda) ~ (2 1+ 22)_ Co2 ; CdP) ~ 2· 2E6(2)' 2; 
CG(y) ~ (2 x 2 x F4(2» - 2; Cd(J) ~ (2 x 28 ) - 216 - 0 4(2) - 2. 
Let V be the set of involutions in G which are conjugate with a. Then G acts on V by 
conjugation and the stabilizer of an involution is isomorphic to the group CG(a) = H2K 
with H the extraspecial group of order 223 and K ~ Co2 , The subgroup Cda) has on Van 
orbit Il(a) such that the action of K on Il(a) is similar to the action of this group on the 
set II (see subsection 8.5). Let 1:'('r) be the subset of e defined in the subsection 8.7. This set 
1:'(r) determines the collection fer) of elements in Il(a) and If(r)1 = 30. The set 
L1 = {a} u fer) contains 31 involutions which are conjugate with a in G. These involutions 
form the elementary abelian group R of order 25 • Let us define the graph T = T(F2 ) on 
the vertex set V(T) = {R' IR' is conjugate with R in G}. The vertices Rand R' are adjacent 
iflR n R'I = 24. Then Thas valency 31, (G(x) , rex» is the group PSLs(2) in its natural 
representation and IG I (x)1 = 230 • The graph T contains subgraphs, isomorphic to T(C02 ), 
T(M 22 ) and to the Petersen graph. This subgraph gives rise the geometry '§(F2 ) with the 
diagram 
l' o------~O~------~O~------40~------O 
2 2 2 2 
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